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The Classic
NORTHWESTERN COLLEGE SUMMER 1977
Reflections
Barb
Ongna,
Admissions
Counselor
A cap, a gown. a diploma. Proud parents, excited
friends. kisses. hugs, smiles, and tears. Photographs,
family dinners, last minute packing. and final good-byes.
Good-byes? Surely they were only temporary. We
would soon be together again, and all would be the same.
I could still be the carefree college student that I always
was. and we would forever be a part of Northwestern.
Nothing would ever change. Right?
Wrong, of course. But in my naive excitement the year
ahead was a blur of comfortable happiness. I was to be a
college recruiter ... what fun! Some close friends were
well within close contact, others would write, or call, and
visit occasionally. And I was able to remain intact with
Northwestern, a place I loved.
Starting work two weeks after graduation sounded
fantastic. I was excited to be back in good old O.c.
However, "Good old OiC." wasn't quite the same
without many of the familiar faces which had been such
an important part of the last four years of my life. A part
of my summer work involved giving campus tours to
interested students. The halls of Union Dorm literally
echoed with emptiness as I recalled fun times and special
friends. Prexy was a completely different place. and I felt
awkwardly uncomfortable as I walked through it.
Memories of my college years traveled through my mind.
Choir tours. raft races, recitals, dorm parties, retreats,
skits. games ...
And then 1 realized that I was ridiculously drowning
myself in my own tears of nostalgia. I decided that I
would stop looking back. face the future with a smile.
and accept my new role in life. Jesus said, "1 have come
that they might have life. and might have it more
abundantly." (John 10:10). I don't think an abundant life
includes living on memories. and wishing for the past to
reinact itself. My determination was sincere, but I had to
depend solely on the Lord for this adjustment.
I don't think I'm alone. I've visited with football
alumni who. after coming back for a game and seeing
someone else in their uniforms, have had the same
feelings. Many a cappella choir alumni experience the
same thing. You anxiously await to hear the new choir,
almost positive that they won't have the same rich quality
as in previous years (when the "important" members
were in). Of course they do (but you won't admit it). The
classic period for me was late August when both old and
new students arrived. It was good to see friends again,
but new faces seemed to dominate the campus, and it
was clear to me that I did NOT belong. Among students I
felt like a visiting grandmother, but around faculty and
administration I knew 1 was young and inexperienced.
It was about this time that our recruiting began. and
we were to "hit the road." All of the preparation in the
world would not equal the lessons of experience I was
about to have. I then realized that my self-sufficiency was
not enough to help me be an effective recruiter for
Northwestern. I daily asked God to meet my needs and
He honored my requests. J thought I would be lonely, but
He supplied me with friends to visit, and new people to
meet. During long hours on the road I could easily talk to
my Lord, and then listen to Him speak to me through a
pretty view. an uplifting song, or even silence. We
became best companions.
I also had much time to reflect upon my college years
and present job. I'm able to look at Northwestern
differently now. realizing some misconceptions 1 had
about college. First of all. I looked at college merely as an
end product. Never thinking one second beyond
grad uation, I felt secure in the college environment 1 was
in. and cared only about my own interests and
accomplishments. College was "the life," and I loved it.
My grades, my activities, and good times predominated
my life.
At the close of my college years I experienced the "my
happiest years are over" syndrome. I couldn't have been
more wrong. Now 1 like to think of it as an opportunity
instead of a task. We've been learning and growing. and
now we can serve others.
I became strongly aware of the fact that, though we
have a diploma in hand. no classes to attend. and a
secure job. learning is a life-long experience. It is so easy
to relax and become stale in our present knowledge. but
how much more fulfilling to continue growing and
learning. both spiritually and in our individual
professions and interests. Again. how much more
effective we call be.
My four years as a college student were terrific. I made
lasting friendships. grew in knowledge. and learned
more about Christ. Like many Northwesterners, I pulled
all-nighters. scurved rooms, and went to the Truck Stop
for breakfast. It was great. When recruiting. a favorite
quote during my presentations was "1 spent the four best
years of my life at Northwestern." I'm not going to say
that anymore. Life will become more and more fulfilling
as we continue to give and serve. I'm very thankful that I
chose Northwestern to prepare me to become a better
disciple for Christ. For me. life has just begun.
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Thanks Prof!
On Saturday night, April 23, Lawrence Van Wyk,
associate professor of music at Northwestern, had supper
with Cliff Leslie, director of the physical plant.
Afterwards Cliff supposedly had to perform an errand at
the Northwestern auditorium, so "Prof' accompanied
him. Surprise! Prof found 300 people awaiting his
arrival-a party in his honor.
Prof, who has been choir director and music professor
at Northwestern for 23 years, is retiring this year. So
Linda Rozeboom Van Peursem, a past choir member
from Sioux City, along with NW music professor Rod
Jiskoot. alumni secretary Agnes Steunenberg, and
present choir president Dan Gould, planned a gigantic
reunion of past and present choir members.
Choir members came from at least 14 states. Dan
Gould presided during the short program, in which the
present choir performed a take-off on "The Twelve Days
of Christmas," written and directed by Tim Poppen, and
"Llergil and Virbert" (Herbert Ritsema and Virgil
Muilenburg) entertained. Then all the choir members
joined in a stirring rendition of "Beautiful Savior" and
the Northwestern Alma Mater.
A scholarship in honor of Van Wyk, in which over
'U.- $1,000 has been collected, was presented, and Van Wyk
~ will receive a scrapbook containing letters and pictures
from many choir members.
"It has been my privilege to work with beautiful people
like these for the past 23 years," commented Prof. Prof - the number on.e Eddie Haskell? (See a present or
"What I have been able to give them as their choir past choir member for explanation of this one!)
./ll~~~~~~~~~~~~-.~~-
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director is small payment for all I have gained from
them."
Prof came to Northwestern Junior College in the fall of
J 954. For a few years he was the only member of
Northwestern's music department, directing the a
cappella choir, the band, and teaching all of the music
courses, with the exception of piano and organ lessons.
The music department has grown with the college,
however, and now consists of four full-time and four
part-time members.
In teaching music, Prof has always "insisted on
musical excellence, but I have always been just as
concerned with what happens to the choir members
through music. It's the person ... the soul, that counts,"
he said. "Evidence of the working of the Holy Spirit was
felt in many ways this year."
He continued: "Music is not only emotional but
spiritual too ... it involves the mutual baring of spirit
and soul. We've shared our innermost feelings through
this medium and developed a closeness and deeper
understanding as we've given ourselves to each other."
Profs future plans include "a lot of things I didn't
have time to do," he said: read, make two doll houses for
his granddaughters, help redecorate his daughter's
houses, build a martin house and travel.
Barb Scheevel, class of 1973
..Prot: some of my best and most growing times in college were on choir tours. I always admired your love for the
Lord and how you wanted everything we did to glorify Him. Thank you so much for being what you are and for
giving so much to me. You helped me to come closer to Jesus and that is indeed worthy of praise."
To those who surprised me at the party (and I
was very much surprised), and to those who wrote
and contributed to the scholarship fund-thanks. I
deeply appreciate your thoughtfulnesses and
consider it a great honor.
I can now more fully realize the deep feeling of
the senior choir members as I end my association
with the a cappella choir. I am grateful to
Northwestern and above all to the Lord for giving
me the opportunity to serve Him in this manner for
the past 23 years. It's made my life very fulfilling to
be a witness to God's love and mercy through
working with these fine college people.
My only regret in retiring is that I will miss all
the beautiful people I've gotten to know intimately.
May the Lord continue to bless in the future as he
has in the past.
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Commencement 1977
Edward E. Ericson, Jr.
"'AVision of Quality"
... I came to Northwestern College out of a heartfelt
desire to i:loa piece of work for the Kingdom of Christ. It
is the same motivation which has caused me to accept a
new position. And now that I'm leaving, I can reveal a
personal secret that I've kept for four years.
Although an Academic Dean is supposed to do many
things, I've had only one word to say to Northwestern
College and its people-s-and the word is in the
title--quality. I came because I saw what I felt was
unfulfilled potential ready to be fulfilled more fully. And
I still say to you at Northwestern College, faculty,
students, administrators, trustees and constituents. that
Northwestern has the potential to become a better and
yet better place. I've wanted to help hold before the
college a steady vision of quality. In my work I have as
much as possible tried to think about what I could do
that would affect Northwestern College for the good in
the year 2000, not just in the years 1973 to 1977. And I
see a college which is growing and maturing rapidly,
which has reached a high standard of excellence in all
aspects of its life and which has a glorious future ahead if
it only keeps in front of it the vision of quality. And what
goes for the college in general goes for its individual
students as well. I will not rehearse what I see to have
been evidences of the growth of quality in the College.
You could all pick out your own particulars. I want
mainly to talk to the graduating class about a vision of
quality in the individual life.
J have always felt and continue to feel that
Northwestern College students are better than they know
they are. And I hope that you will not settle too easily for
aspirations below your capacity. It is a pleasure to see
more and more students applying to professional and
graduate schools and, as I would have predicted,
succeeding.
Let me talk then about some steps on the roads to
quality. Most college students come to college primarily
out of an economic motivation. Father and mother, most
of whom in this audience have not had a college
education, say "I want my kid to have it better than I
had. I want my kid to go to college to get a good job."
Now occasionally we stuffy academics ta'lk as if there is
something bad about that motivation-there is not.
Moving up in the world of education, moving up in the
world of work is a definite step toward a quality life. But
what I think we have often wanted to communicate to
our students is that it is only one step, and that there are
others.
Another step toward quality might be taken when a
young adult becomes involved in a program of social
improvement, working in a local political campaign.
helping to raise money for the march of dimes, running
for a local school board. contributing, voluntarily, to
Northwestern's annual alumni drive.
Another step is a desire, at first perhaps the forced
desire, to be the kind of person who frequents good films,
reads a few books on the best seller list, takes in an
occasional concert or art show, turns on public TV to see
Classic Theatre, Six American Families, American Short
Story, Bergman's Scenes From A Marriage.
The next step might be subscribing to a magazine out
of your own hard-earned pocket money, preferably one
step up the ladder of sophistication from Time or
Newsweek, therefore by definition two steps up from
Reader's Digest.
The next step might be to see if learning for its own
sake is meaningful for you and reading Updike's A
Month of Sunday's or Bellow's Humboldt's Gift and
liking it, reading it not even for any class .. startirig
another habit, the whole book habit, an adult habit.
A significant step for some will be to see that a quality
life of the mind is in no way at odds with the quality life
of the spirit. It will be to take a major step toward
personal wholeness. A giant step is starting ,to act
according to some internalized code of behavior without
recourse at each point to the rote memorized teachings of
home, church or school. Daily deeds become those of a
person of conviction and commitment. You live by faith.
Yet another step is noticing without calculating it all
out before hand that you are treating others more
humanely and caringly than you used to with nothing
that you can see in it for you. You move beyond the need
to manipulate and exploit others, you go the second mile.
Perhaps I can bring my point home by comparing two
men who hit the headlines during your college year,
Howard Hughes and Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn. Both had
powerful personalities and enormous capacities. Howard
Hughes displayed his to amass millions upon millions of
dollars, quantity upon quantity. It characterized his
whole life. long stretches of day after day of nothing but
work nninterrupted even by sleep. Long stretches of day
after day of nothing but sleep. Long stretches of nothing
but watching cowboy and Indian movies. Long years of
total isolation from other human beings. Long years of
never moving out of a single room. Long fingernails!
Large sums of money. A number, followed by a long
string of zeroes, an apt symbol for his life. He trusted no
one, he cultivated no deep and lasting friendships. He
deprived himself of the exquisite joy of good
conversation. Finally, we have the incredible irony of the
world's richest man, dying of malnutrition. The life of
Howard Hughes breathes fresh meaning into the old
rhetorical question of the gospels: "What shall it profit a
man to gain the whole world and lose his own soul?"
Howard Hughes, the man of quantity.
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, the man of quality. Some few
of you know that I have an affair of the heart with
Solzhenitsyn. Here is a man who could say. "Thank God
for prison-it gave me a chance to think." He points out
in his own words the difference between the quantity life
and the quality life: "One can build the empire state
building. discipline the Prussian army, elevate the state
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Edward E. Ericson, Dean of Academic Affairs and commencement speaker
"My favorite of all my professors once said something I will never forget. He said that he had always been able to
look back on the self that he had been five years before and sort of laugh with detached amusement. There, I
submit, is a growing man. a person of quality. Would that I were like my professor. I wish it for you, too."
hierarchy above the throne of the Almighty, but one
cannot get past the unaccountable spiritual superiority of
certain people." So he offers us the law of the final inch:
"In that moment the fatique and self-satisfaction is
especially tempting to leave the work without having
attained the appex of quality." But he tells us that one
must not stop yet, one must not settle for the good,
alone, for "one's purpose lies not in completing things
faster but in the attainment of perfection." (Doubtless the
kind of spirit which motivated seniors as they took their
final final exams and term papers.) Again, from him, a
voice for quality.
So Solzhenitsyn has committed his life and whole
being to telling the truth, especially, in his case, the truth
of history. He has declared himself ready to die for the
cause of truth. His final message to his Russian
countrymen before being exiled from his beloved
homeland was entitled "Life not by Lies". He concluded
his Nobel lecture by asserting that one word of truth
outweighs the world. Does not his own life show this? All
the might of the Soviet leaders could not prevail against
him, could not shut off his witness.
A joke made the rounds in the Soviet Union: "A
hundred years from now a schoolboy is asked, 'Who was
Brezhnev?' After a thoughtful pause, he responds,
'Wasn't he some politician in the age of Solzhenitsyn?"
All the quantity oftyrannical might has been no match
for the quality of one moral life. Let us learn from such a
teacher as he.
Hear then, graduating students, the call to the life of
quality. The call to quality herein goes out particularly to
those who have had the benefit and blessing of a liberal
education in a Christian college. Let such souls above all
others have ears to hear.
My favorite of all my professors once said something I
will never forget. He said that he had always been able to
look back on the self that he had been five years before
and sort of laugh with detached amusement. There, I
submit, is a growing man, a person of quality. Would
that I were like my professor. I wish it for you, too.
Special awards were presented at commencement with
Cathy Weiss, daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Ray Weiss of
Orange City, receiving the Scholarship Award for being
the student with the highest grade point average. The
Florence Huffman award, presented to the outstanding
student teacher in elementary education, was awarded to
Lori Hoffman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Hoffman
of Moorhead, Iowa. Susan Den Herder, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. George Den Herder of Luverne, Minnesota,
was awarded the H.V.E. Stegeman Award, given to the
graduating senior with the highest scholastic average in
courses of religion for four years. Susan also received
Faculty Honors along with Mary Ann Anker, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Anker of South Holland, Illinois.
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Susan Den Herder
"Season for the Salt"
Susan Den Herder, graduating senior and commencement speaker
"Well, first I reasoned. 'Education, life, growth goes on wherever you are'-so that, when I am at school, just as
when I am anywhere else, that growing, that changing process, that being seasoned has to go on in my life. But
even more than that, I came to realize that being at a Christian college gave me a special opportunity to be
seasoned. To learn from God. Because the learning, the studying, that I did here, as well as the relating to people,
the learning from them, were part of the world that He had made, were part of what He had called me to be and to
do."
"You are the salt of the earth." "Salt is good, but if
salt has lost its saltness, how shall you season it? Have
salt in yourselves and be at peace with one another." This
was the word of the Lord from Matthew 5:13 and Mark
9:15.
Education of any sort is built on the premise that
people are not born grown up. Christians are not born
grown up, minds are not grown up, bodies are not born
grown up. Neither are marriages or poets, or bankers or
farmers or students or businessmen.
We came here, then, to grow up, to find an
education-to be educated as human beings and as
Christian human beings. When I came here I heard that
call: God saying. "You are salt, salt is good." That was
the first challenge. To see myself, or for each of us to see
ourselves, as salt, meant that we had a responsibility. It
meant that we were challenged in our worship of God to
become more than we were, to be seasoned.
When I arrived I thought, "That is all very well, Miss
Den Herder, but what does college education really have
ro do with what the Bible says about being salt?"
Well, first [reasoned, "Education, life, growth goes on
wherever you are"-so that, when I am at school, just as
when I am anywhere else, that growing, that changing
process, that being seasoned has to go on in my life. But
even more than that, I came to realize that being at a
Christian college gave me a special opportunity to be
seasoned. To learn from God. Because the learning, the
studying, that I did here, as well as the relating to people,
the learning from them, were part of the world that He
had made, were part of what he had called me to be and
to do.
Christian education, then, involves several things.
Knowing God, the classes that we took here, the chapel
that we went to (as Mel talked about) were very much of
our total education. But, more than that, we had to
develop strength in our moral selves. We had to face the
hardness of little decisions that come in life-that come
in school life, just as well as they will come when we step
out of this place. I, for one, had to decide whether or not
I was going to speak when I thought something was
wrong. And the first time I thought about it I said to
myself, "I really should, but ... " The next time I thought
about it I said to myself a little harder, "You ought to."
And finally comes the time when we can say, "I will. I
will do what is necessary to communicate what I see as
truth-as much as I can understand of what is the right
way for me to be." These decisions come in other realms
as well. And in each of them, building little bit by little
bit. we become seasoned, stronger, more able to make
the decisions that are necessary to our being good and
strong and wise human beings. College has helped me
with that.
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Mel Wallinga, graduating senior and commencement speaker
"For four years, this has been home to us. We've lived with our fellow classmates in the dormitories becoming
brothers and sisters to each other. We've learned to accept others for what they are. In times of stress we've
depended on each other, opening our minds to their suggestions for us. When our minds contain enough space and
light to accept the differences of others, their opinions, their suggestions, then we achieve a greater closeness, with
ourselves and the people around us."
down this aisle and it will all be over. Our final goal will
be completed. The goals have been accomplished.
From here ... where? Some know where they'll be next
year. For some it's the first job; for some it's medical
school, some law school, or "graduate school, or an
upcoming marriage. Whatever the case, will we he able
to face what's in store for us? Will we be able to meet the
demands? Can we overcome the pressures of sharing
responsibilities and give everything we have with the ones
we love? Will we have the courage to overcome that
which is revealed to us?
At this point we must stop and say thanks: a thank you
to God for Northwestern, a special place. Sure, graduates
from other colleges will receive the same degrees, achieve
just as high GPA's, have taken the same courses in their
majors, acquired the same jobs. The only difference may
be their lack of a total education. For in life there's much
more involved than earning a dollar bill. That's where
the total education comes in. Northwestern's been a part
of us for four years. She's become a part of us that can't
be taken away. She's molded our thinking, shaped our
values, guided our actions, deepened our faith in God.
Not only in the classroom, but outside of it as well, we've
been affected by Northwestern-s-her people, her
activities, her beliefs.
The faculty have done much more than just teach us
what's written in the books. They've listened to us, to our
needs and problems. They've sat with us at different
activities, joining in with our laughter and feeling our
sorrows. Some can be classed as outstanding, others
somewhat less, but all were dedicated.
For four years, this has been home to us. We've lived
with our fellow classmates in the dormitories becoming
brothers and sisters to each other. We've learned to
accept others for what they are. In times of stress we've
depended on each other, opening our minds to their
suggestions for us. When our minds contain enough
space and light to accept the differences of others, their
opinions, their suggestions, then we achieve a greater
closeness, with ourselves and the people around us.
But most important, Northwestern has given us a total
education by teaching us faith: faith not only in ourselves
or in the school as a whole, but faith in God. We've sat
through four years of chapel, three days a week,
sometimes willingly, sometimes reluctantly, sometimes
inspired, sometimes bored, but always able to be blessed
if we want to be. The classrooms, the dorms, the faculty,
the students, the activities, the total atmosphere of
Here we are on our final day. It is May 9, 1977. Four Northwestern has guided us, even if we don't want to
years ago we came here and set our goals. For four years admit it.
weworked and sacrificed, striving for those goals. We've The friends that we met here over the past four years
completed first one requirement and then another, this will go their own way; the faculty that guided us for four
and that term paper. One activity after another, this years will guide us no more. The coach that coached us,
game and that meet, this concert and that play, all were the director that directed us, the conductor that
completed successfully. We've lived here for those four. conducted us. will be with u~o longer. But the God that
years, giving up a part of ourselves to Northwestern. In a wemet here willgowith us: "Lo, I am with you always ...
few minutes we'll walk across this stage and receive our even to the end of the age." Thank you, Northwestern,
degrees. And then in a few moments after that we'll walk for showing us that.
Secondly, the value of Christian education involves
knowledge itself. After I was here for a while I began to
ask myself, "Why do we store up knowledge anyway?
What is the point of building up an accumulation of
facts?" After thinking about that for awhile I realized
that, coming out of God's creativity, human beings were
created. 1saw that wewere creative and needed therefore
to enjoy, to love, all the many things that are in this
world. To put them together, to think about them. To try
to understand how they relate to each other. And in that
understanding, knowledge gives us ahility to deal better
with each other, with the world that we face.
Finally, being here was important hecause knowledge
not only gives us rational understanding, but also
sensibility, recognition of the human beings that face us.
Recognition of what it means to care, to hurt, to grow.
This is because knowledge is not just facts separated
from meaning, but both tied up together.
Finally, then, I learned what it means to be a
community: to extend to other people what I understood,
what I thought about, what I understood of God, and to
hear from them, being checked by them as they helped
me to understand what they could see about the world.
This was an invitation, this opportunity to see other
people as unique individuals growing themselves,
becoming seasoned, stronger in theirmoral lives, in their
rational understanding, and in the way that they related
to others.
This experience is not just one that belongs to a college
education, but one that, because we are human beings
who must keep on growing, applies also to the world
beyond today. We celebrate right now four years of
having grown, having become salty, more definite about
who we were, about what this world was like, about who
God is. But, we also celebrate the possibility of going out
and continuing to grow in our faith and moral strength,
in our understanding, and in our relationship to other
people. We need to go into the next hour still living, still
becoming more salty, more seasoned, more wise. Let us
go then. "Have salt in yourselves, and be at peace with
one another."
Mel Wallinga.
"Liberal Arts-A Total
Education"
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New Sounds, New Songs
"Make a joyful noise to
the Lord all the lands,
serve the Lord
with gladness,
come into his presence
with singing."
(Psalm 100:1)
Randy Matthews. Truth. John Michael Talbot. Steve
and Maria Gardner. Honeytree. Danny Taylor.
If any of the above names sound familiar, you either
have been aware of the concerts at Northwestern during
the past year or you have some connections with what
many have termed "contemporary Christian" music.
The kind of music ranges from folk to blue grass to
rock 'n roll to old hymns. The personalities range from
quiet to outspoken. The goal is the same-to bring glory
and honor to Jesus Christ.
The psalmist David certainly was not the first person
to use music as a vehicle for his verbal expressions and
there have been thousands since. Each has been
something of a sunrise, sharing a particular slant of light
with those who listen.
And Northwestern has been listening. No, people do
not pack the concerts, but an audience is being built that
is learning to appreciate and love the "new sound" in
Christian or sacred music.
The dictionary definition of sacred is "to set apart for
the service or worship of deity." Each of the above
performers has set aside their music for the service of
Jesus Christ.
The parade of artists began on November 6 when
Randy Matthews performed for prospective students'
weekend. Matthews is well-known for his humor, for his
comedy that can cause audiences to laugh because it is
funny, and at the same time cry because it is true. A
forerunner in Christian music with the "new sound",
Matthews has now formed his own recording and
booking company, "New Direction," in Nashville, Tenn.
"As far as a total concert, I most enjoyed Matthews,"
stated Ben Sikkink, concert coordinator for the Social
Life committee on campus. "He gives a total
performance. His words, his humor, and his songs all tie
together to speak to those listening."
"The audience participates in a Matthews concert,"
said Patti Dunderi. "You respond. The concert could
have been better organized as far as technical things
however."
Many agreed with Patti. Too much unprofessional
working with equipment during the concert distracted.
Others did not respond to his humor and became tired of
his talking.
Ten days later Truth appeared. Truth is a touring
music company of 19 members, one of whom is Bob
Vander Maten ('75). A full Northwestern auditorium
responded to seeing an alumnus perform.
"The way Truth presents their music and brings across
their message appeals to me," said Gloria Smidt. "I
enjoyed the diversity of the instrumental selections."
For others Truth was too middle class, too show-bizzy,
"Plastic" was a word one person used to describe them.
Same clothes, same smiles, same songs.
In February lohn Michael Talbot, who once sang for
Mason Profit, Earl Scruggs, and the Eagles sang of his
faith in Jesus Christ. Talbot's songs reflect his personal
experience of being reborn in Christ.
"Talbot was the artist on campus this year who I most
enjoyed. His mastery of guitar and voice commands
respect," stated Dave Landegent. "But he had a difficult
time relating to his audience. It seems he was too
defensive about his music."
Dave's response was similar to that of many others.
Talbot showed excellent musicianship but, like
Matthews, his wordiness seemed to turn many people off.
Steve and Maria offered a different pace on April 4.
This young husband and wife team sings folk music. "I
enjoy Steve and Maria. They relate to me through the
soft and serene quality of their music," commented
Gloria.
For others Steve and Maria were too quiet, too serene
and too unchanging.
-10-
Bob Vander Maten, class .£1975
"Being part of a group like Truth is hectic but rewarding. We perform in huge cities and small towns, yet the
message is always the same. We want to share Christ and his Jove throughout music;"
Hcneytree appeared in concert on April 16.
Considered by most to be the number one female singer
in the i'new sound" of Christian music she plays a variety
of songs from folk to rock and roll.
"Honeytree offers the listeners a worshipful type of
experience," commented Ben. "Her concerts reflect her
personality: quiet, sincere and enjoying life."
Chaplain Ray Weiss agreed with Ben and said that of
the concerts he attended Honeytree was his favorite.
"Her genuineness is conveyed through her music. You
can sense that her concern is 10 glorify God and not to be
a ·star.'·
The last artist to perform was Danny Taylor, who
describes the purpose of his music as "to bring healing."
In a complex society where nerves and emotions are
Strained to their limits, Taylor attempts to offer a
musical ointment that brings a mental and spiritual
healing for his listening audience,
Attendance at his concert was sparse, reflecting the
fact that it was the weekend before finals. Many who
heard Taylor especially enjoyed his mellow, love song
sound. Others found him too soft, too mellow.
Musicians come and go through the ages, just as they
came and 'wentduring the year at Northwestern. Yet,
each brought a ray of sunshine to the lives of some people
and for others did not brighten the skies at all.
Why such a diversity in the kinds of music we enjoy? Is
it simply a matter of "different strokes for different
folks" or is there more to it than that?
"One reason I enjoy some groups and performers is
because I feel they can do both lyrics and music well,"
said Dave Landegent. "Too many performers let the
lyrics dominate as they try to give us a message. The
music should never take a second seat,"
"Iflyrics are the only important thing then why have
music at all?" added Dave Ritsema. "God gave us ears
with which to enjoy sound. The music is most important
to me. If the lyrics match the quality of music-great"
On the other side of the coin, lyrics are of extreme
importance to some people. "The thing the words say
speaksto me," commented Ben. "Songs like 'Lay Your
Burden Down' by Chuck Girard have a definite message
for us, Without the words the song is lost."
".1 don't enjoy rock and roll music, especially hard
rock," commented Gloria. "I want to be able to
understand the words and to relax when I hear the
music. Hard rock seems to render the lyrics
undiscernible."
Dr. Herbert Ritsema, however, enjoyed the Christian
rock band Petra. which performed in Orange City in 1973
and 1974. "Orange City may not have been the most
effective place for them to be," he said, "yet they did
their kind of music wen and were reaching people."
"Musicianship in a group like Petra is unbeatable,'
said Dave Ritsema. 'The kind of skill we see there is not
found often enough iu Christian groups."
"Perhaps a lack of money, the newness of the
profession. or the difference between a performer on the
Christian label and the performer on the secular labels
accounts for the difference in quality between Christian
musicians and secular ones/'· continued Dave.
"Christian performers do business differently. They are
not as aggressive as their counterparts when it comes to
selling their music. Their concern is to tell others ofJesus
and with working together. building a community of
musicians;"
Community-a key word to the Christian. Where does
it fit as far as the Christian music scene?
One way it fits Is that the musicians work together.
Often when you look at an album you see familiar names,
people who. work on many different albums. For
example, Phil Keaggy and Michael Omartian are
involved with the making of several of the albumsof their
fellow musicians.
Also performers are singing together. One example of
this is the recent album Randy Matthews, Danny Taylor,
and Mike Johnson have recorded. They also have plans
to tour together this fall.
Another way community is shown in the Christian
music scene is inthe support the body of Christ offers the
musicians.
"We have to support those who are singing to honor
Christ," said Patti Dunderi. "We must listen to what
they aresaying. If we feel they are unbiblical we should
correct them in love. If we feel they are 'right on' we must
support them, buying records, attending concerts. and
offering prayers."
"We have to be careful not to stretch oursupport idea
too far," added Dr. Ritsema. "We have to sort out the
good performers. One does not have the time to support
every artist who comes out calling himself or herself a
Christian performer."
Anotherrneans of support is being offeredbyradio
and television stations as the Christian artists are being
played more-and more. KDCR. the radio station of
Dordr College, offers a program called "Illumination"
Monday through Saturday from lO:30 p.m, to.midnight,
which attracts many Northwestern listeners. This
program features artists like those NW has hosted
throughout the year.
Dave Vander Laan, a junior at NW and an employee
of KVDB Radio (NW's station), has begun a program
called "New Song" every Saturday from 4,45 to.5:00 p.rn.
This fifteen minute program features the music of
contemporary Christian performers. KVDB is also
attempting to work the· music into their regular
programming format.
Music is a gift from God and people at NW enjoy all
kinds. Hymns, campfire songs, Bach, Handel, and the
"new sound" are all precious to different people.
"Make a joyful noise to the Lord all the lands. serve
the Lord with gladness, come into his presence with
singing." (Psalm 100:1) The goal of the Christian
musician and the goal of NW is to serve the Lord. Both
are working 10 build a community of love where,all can
let their lights shine.
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The Board of Trustees
"Every college is unique," added Lenderink.
"Northwestern definitely has a Christian philosophy of
education. It's expressive of the beliefs of the Reformed
Church."
"Northwestern is an exceptional Christian liberal arts
college," added Board Member Gertrude Kraai of
Orange City. "Among its strong points are its excellent
scholastic record, a dedicated faculty and staff who care
about the student as a person, high caliber students, its
Christian commitment."
"Northwestern serves as a testing and training ground;
perhaps, we could say that Northwestern should provide
for each student a kind of "wilderness" experience
similar to Christ's forty days," added Koerselman.
"Northwestern has professors who will challenge not only
the ideas of students but of each other and society so that
in the end a serious student will be intellectually mature
as well as religiously secure."
In April the board elected new officers. For the first
time in the history of the college a lay person, Mr. Robert
Hoogeveen of Sheldon, is chairman. Rev. Henry Vermeer
of Hospers was elected vice-chairman and Dale Den
Herder of Sioux Center secretary-treasurer.
New trustees elected by the board are Dr. Raymond
Van Heukelom and Dale Hubers of Orange City and
Darrel Rensink and Dr. Thurman Rynbrandt of Sioux
Center.
Rev. Don Lenderink gave the following closing
remarks before transferring the gavel to Hoogeveen:
Marked are the contrasts between what I see about me
today at Northwestern College and wbat I saw in 1963
when I first came on the Board. I refer not merely to
buildings-that is a smaU part of what a coUege is.
Without too much difficulty I could comment at length
about the changes that have taken place. However, such
would not only occupy too much time but might fasten
our attention on where we have been rather than where
we are going. God has blessed Northwestern immensely!
However, we need not say that nostalgically. There is
every reason to believe that through a renewed and
continuous commitment to the Lordship of Jesus Christ
Northwestern CoUege can say "the best is yet to be."
I am grateful for the privilege I have had to have a
place on Northwestern's Board of Trustees and to serve
in the capacity of Chairman the last few years. It has
been challenging and demanding-yet even more it has
been exciting, extremely interesting, and satisfying. My
thanks to each of you on the Board; to the campus
family-students, faculty, and administration; and to the
faithful members of the community and Reformed
Church in America for their devotion and faithfulness to
God through Northwestern College, I am very pleased
now to hand over the chairmanship to Mr. Robert
Hoogeveen under whose leadership Northwestern CoUege
will be assisted in moving forward in Christ.
Dedicated to Christian liberal arts education
April 2S began a typical Monday on the Northwestern
campus. As the morning progressed, however, 42 men
and women from all over the United States, and Canada,
began to appear-in chapel, in Zwemer, in the cafeteria
and coffee lounge. By 1:30 the board of trustees meeting
had begun.
The trustees of Northwestern College meet twice a
year, to reacquaint themselves with Northwestern; to
discuss policy change requests with students, faculty, and
administration; to make decisions. Twenty-two members
come as representatives of the church judicatories,
elected directly by the church. The other 20 members are
chosen by the board. Elected for four-year terms,
members may serve two consecutive terms and must then
remain off the board for two years before being re-elect-
ed. Almost all board members are members of the RCA,
but many professions are represented, with less than half
of the members ministers.
"The board of trustees is an organization of men and
women with different talents who contribute in different,
unique ways to policy-making at Northwestern,"
explained Board Member Dr. Gary Koerselman of Sioux
City. "Those who are ministers add much to the spiritual
life of the college--those in academic areas contribute to
curriculum policy decisions-those in business offer their
expertise to the business-like decisions that have to be
made to keep the institution on a sound financial
foundation. "
"The most significant thing about the Northwestern
board of trustees is the kind of esprit de corps that binds
the members together as Christians who are dedicated to
the idea of a Christian liberal arts education," he added.
Besides setting the basic policies for Northwestern,
most often simply approving suggestions made by
students and staff, the board plays an important advisory
role. The trustees are in a good position to share
community concerns with administration and staff so
that Northwestern's mission can be more relevant to life
in American society.
The board, constantly in contact with the college, also
represents Northwestern to the church, seeking to get the
entire denomination behind it. That's difficult on the
coasts and in Canada, particularly since Northwestern
hasn't been a four-year college long. Alumni of
Northwestern 1unior College usually switch their loyalties
to the college they graduated from, such as Hope. Past
Chairman of the Board, Rev. Don Lenderink, a Hope
graduate, commented that he hardly realized that
Northwestern existed until he moved to Orange City.
In the midwest RCA people are very supportive of
Northwestern. Lenderink continued. "As the statistics
show, we get most of our students from Iowa," he said.
"The entire denomination is becoming increasingly
aware of Northwestern's Christian qualifications and
academics," added Rev. Jack Boerigter, board member
from DeMctte, Indiana.
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Rev. Don Lenderink, ex-officio member of the board
"Northwestern probably has a better working relationship with the church than most other colleges in this area.
If we stay responsible to and close to the church, we'll stay strong. If Northwestern loses the church, it loses
financial and prayer support, and would be dependent on the business world for survival. Then it would be easy to
lose the spiritual message too."
NEWOFFICERS: Dale Den Herder, Robert Hoogeveen, and Rev. Henry Vermeer.
Accepting the chairmanship from Lenderink,
Hoogeveen proposed the following goals:
1J Pay deep and serious attention to our commitment to
the "character of Christ" and present Northwestern as
an honest God-fearing institution of high learning.
2] Dedicate ourselves to an ever increasing relationship
with the Reformed Church of America.
3] Retain Mr. Virgil Rowenhorst as college president as
long as the President is willing to serve this school.
4] Recognize and support the strength of the liberal arts
vision.
5] Pay close attention and strongly encourage a quality
of programs for career concentration for the students of
Northwestern.
6] To be truly honest with ourselves and look bard at tbe
real future of the rural, private liberal arts college and
show the leadership necessary to provide the uniqueness
and quality we will need to remain an active and dynamic
institution of higher learning.
7] Show courage and leadership to initiate the largest
fund drive in the history of the college. A drive to exceed
3.5 million dollars for the express purpose of new
construction and enrichment of the college endowment
fund.
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Traveling Days
During this past semester the a cappella choir, the
choral readers, and the concert band participated in
tours. The choir and readers were gone for ten days
during spring break (March 11-20). During this time the
choir visited churches in Iowa, Illinois, Indiana and
Michigan. The readers performed in churches and high
schools in Iowa, Wisconsin and Minnesota. From March
29 to April 2 the band performed in Iowa and Wisconsin.
What goes on during a tour? Many things: meeting
alumni, sightseeing, staying in homes of strangers who
do not remain strangers very long. times of short
tempers, crazy things like pushing each other around in
shopping carts in a Sheboygan mall, touching things like
prayer circles, and for many, a real taste of the presence
of God.
"Band tour brings students together in a close
relationship for several days in succession. They get
to know each other on a deeper level than the
regular course of the school year allows. The
quality of the playing improves as a result of
repeated performances under concert conditions.
While the instrumental music scene does not lend
itself to spiritual experiences as easily as does music
with a text, things happen when Christian young
people get together for a common cause.
Devotional periods take on a special meaning in the
context of a group effort where students are
dedicating their talents to the Lord."
Herb Ritsema, Professor of Music
r--"'!:,. L f"""" - --:,.
"Tours offered a situation in which I could make
conversation with old and new friends without worrying
about 'my next class' or 'tomorrow's reading
assignment.' Since we didn't have to be hung up on our
own responsibilities and worries in that respect, it was
easier to think about and be more concerned with the
people around us."
Dave Ritsema, senior
"Although the band is out for only four or five days it
was still a great opportunity for many students to travel
and work together in a manner they'd never experienced
before. Band tour is a sharing of our talents in the
musical arts. It is a sharing of lives."
Nina Evans. sophomore
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Ron Anderson, junior
"Band tour is an excellent opportunity for a group of students to get to know each other on a personal and
spiritual level. Through the concerts we try to portray some of the excitement and togetherness we feel."
"The most memorable part of choir tour for me is the
message we bring. It is a worshipful experience for the
choir as well as the audience."
t
J
Kevin Muur, sophomore
"By the time the last performance came, the choir had
grown close through the fun we had on the bus. through
the prayer circles we shared, and through the mutual
faith we experienced."
Leanne De Vos, junior
"What I remember most about choral reading tour is
the sense of community. The love that was visible every
time we turned around. The caring people, the prayer
circles. the smiles. We realized what it was to be the body
of Christ, to each have a function."
Bonnie Jorgenson, senior
\
I
Keith Allen. Asst. Prof. of Theatre and Speech
"The task of the choral readers is to rekindle the
original excitement of the word of God. We mu~t
present the words of God to his people so that his
people listen and understand. The oral tradition of
storytelling has all but disappeared in our
churches. We must reinvent the wheel. We must
learn how to restate the old themes in a new vibrant
language. The time of tour at spring break is an
opportunity for a concentrated effort. As a
vanguard proclaiming God's word we must do our
best as heralds. We cannot afford to be dull or
disinterested, negligent or negative, disrespectful?r
disenchanted. We are the instruments of God In
this time and place. We must give our all so that he
can be praised. We can do no less,"
"The 49th annual acappella choir tour is now
history. I can best sum up my feelings in the words
of our bus driver as we were traveling home: 'I have
two regrets. First. 1 am sorry it's all over. This has
been the most exciting and seemingly shortest ten
days I've ever experienced, Secondly, 1wish my wife
were here to experience it with me. I have no fear
about the future with such dedicated young people
ready to take up where we lay down.'
"The bus driver was 110t alone in his thoughts.
Everywhere the choir went they were eager to share
their Christian love and concern. They testified to
the wonderful feeling of knowing that God was
allowing his Holy Spirit to operate through them in
order that his name might be made known and
honored. ,.
"Prof' Van Wyk. Assoc. Prof. of Music
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Don Jiskoot
Alumnus in
• • •prIson mmistr-y
"I suspect I'll be in prison all my life, and I wouldn't
change it for anything!" says Don Jiskoot ('61). "I'm the
luckiest man in the world!"
Jiskoot is chaplain at the Robert F. Kennedy Youth
Center in Morgantown, West Virginia, one of 32 federal
prisons. But this prison is different, and Jiskoot's job
(lifestyle") is different.
Kennedy Youth Center, which houses 350 to 400
young men, ages 18 to 28. was built when Robert
Kennedy. as attorney general, stated his belief that the
basic concept of prisons should change. Kennedy
Center has no confining walls, no fences, no weapons.
The modernistic setting includes a pond. many trees,
and acres of grass, with the beautiful Chapel of the Ark
in the center, since "religion is in the heart of man,"
according to Kennedy.
And the residents of Kennedy Center have freedoms,
including keys to their rooms. Most of them receive
town and home furloughs, and a few are actually
full-time students at West Virginia University.
"Community custody," it's called, for on weekends
most of the residents are permitted to go into the
community. Last year, out of the 3,283 furloughs
granted. only three Kennedy residents did not return.
"It's almost incomprehensible!" says Jiskoot. He
believes in Kennedy Center's premise: "Rather than
running by control. we run by attempting to build inner
controls. We run the institution on the basis of
relationships, ,. explains Jiskoot.
Jiskoot works constantly on building relationships.
"My ministry is being the presence of Christ on that
campus," he says. "Prison is so miserable--intense
loneliness, meaningless activity, separation from the
people you care about. the feeling of being forgotten. no
responsibility or control over your life, distorted views of
male and female. racial conflict, hate, distrust. lack of
self-concern. criticism." Jiskoot explains. "So if there's
anything you need, it's faith ... hope, , . love," Jiskoot
feels the residents need to experience Christ. not just
hear about Him.
So Jiskoot spends much of his time developing
relationships, doing errands, assisting, serving-he
takes guys into town to buy clothes or dinner or because
they need to get away; he picks up numerous assorted
greeting cards, records. books, tobacco. batteries for
watches and radios, bus tickets; he makes phone calls
and writes letters: he takes clothes to dry cleaners.
And Jiskoot talks. He's usually accosted each day
before he gets to his office by someone who wants to
talk. If no one shows up within half an hour, Jiskoot
goes hunting. That's one of the things he likes about his
jPb-that he doesn't know exactly what he's going to do
16
Don Jiskoot I '611, chaplain at Kennedy Youth Center
"By society's standards, getting locked up is the ultimate declaration that one's no good. A guy needs to find out
that it's okay to love and be Javed-that he's not the worst person in the world. Rather than running by control,
Kennedy Center runs by attempting to build inner controls. We run the institution on the basis of relationships."
.,
when he comes in every day. "Disorganized
organization," he calls it.
Jiskoot works "very very hard at getting into the inner
circles of others' lives," he says, often concerned about
himself. his attitudes. "What do I do with myself?" he
asks. "What's my acceptance of this guy? How am I
responding to him? Can I handle what he's going to
say? Am I being open and receptive? Am I providing
hope and encouragement?" Recently Jiskoot's eyes
began tearing as a 20-year-old spoke to him, so Jiskoot
explained his feelings to the youth. "They get to know
me so well that it sometimes scares me," Jiskoot says.
That's a major concern of Jiskoot's-accepting
others. He recently spent several frustrating and
miserable hours trying to get into a "very mad" Muslim
man. But Scott simply responded, "I'm a man and
you're a man-what else is there?"
Finally Jiskoot erupted: "You're the worst person I've
ever met in my life!"
"You know, man-you're all right," replied Scott,
and exited.
Since then Scott hac exposed some of himself to
Jiskoot, although Jiskoot doesn't yet know what Scott's
angry about. Little by little he opens up, however, and
once told Jiskoot, "You're the craziest Christian I've
ever met!" He's also commented that he doesn't like
Jiskoot "being used." So Jiskoot explained that he feels
it's okay to be used. that Christ was, It's okay if you
realize it and don't mind, they agreed.
In late March Scott. who works in the bakery, asked
Jiskoot his favorite kind of cake. Six weeks later, for
Jiskoot's birthday. Scott presented him with a beautiful
chocolate cake with white frosting.
-
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"You're the first person who has helped me to
understand myself," Scott told liskoot in one of his
more articulate moments. "You've given me the
freedom to be me."
Also important to Jiskoot is never telling someone
what he must do, whether his problem is a wife who
wants a divorce or a neighbor whose radio is too loud.
Only, "How can you deal with this problem?" or
"Here's my opinion. but it's just that," It's part of
helping others to get in touch with themselves, he says.
Sometimes others work with Jiskoot. for a summer
maybe, such as Rich Hubschmitt ('76), Bob Scholten
('76). and Susan Schoon ('77). Often community
members help. Almost every night groups from area
churches hold Bible studies, prayer meetings, and
interaction times in the chapel. Since prison life is
generally regimented, Jiskoot and the volunteers
attempt to make life in the chapel a time of freedom
and personal responsibility. "I'm the negotiator and
energizer," he says, "but they make their own
decisions ...
On Sundays Jiskoot conducts a service in his
"non-traditional free church." People sit on the floor or
in the pews. as they prefer. There's no liturgy. liskoot
begins the service with a prayer or singing, whatever the
mood of the congregation suggests. He sits on the floor
or walks up and down the aisle while speaking, to be
with the others. and he always asks for feedback.
"Being here is one of the best things that's ever
happened to me," several guys have told Jiskoot. That's
because of life in the chapel, with the support of the rest
of the institution, according to Jiskoot. By society's
standards. getting locked up is the ultimate declaration
that one's no good. But at Kennedy a guy finds out that
it's okay to love and be loved-that he's not the worst
person in the world:' says Jiskoot.
Jiskoot believes that God works in mysterious ways,
When he applied for his first job at Englewood,
Colorado, he didn't know a federal youth center was a
prison. But after the interview he figured he'd give it a
try. "It was either accidental or providential that I
applied there," says liskoot. "I'd prefer to say it was
providential! "
Kennedy Center began furloughs, keys, co-ed
staffing. co-ed residents (although it has no female
residents now). no bars, etc. Other prisons are
beginning to go in that direction, "It's so much more
humane." says Jiskoot. "There's no reason to
dehumanize people just because they've committed a
crime,"
Jiskoot's job is his lifestyle. He spends 85 hours plus a
week at Kennedy, teaching, planning, softballing,
talking. walking, listening, serving, and being served,
and he wouldn't have it any other way.
"People change at Kennedy," says liskoot.
He's been aile of them.
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Charlie Shedd at ministers'
conference: "Warm fuzzies"
and family life
Warm fuzzjes?
"You say, 'Isn't it silly?' Yeah. it
sure is. But i, It a bunch of fun!
And does It turn a person on, to
g¢fawilrnl.fuzzy ·everysing1e
day!"
Charlie Shedd-friendly, clever
captivating, witty. informal, spe-
cific, •With .his~ee1>V?i~{;~,sIOw
drawl, Charlie explains how to
know you're in Jove, ~ow,to have a
turned-en ~arriageand., •fanlily,
bow to.·have·afi ..•excitiJlgchurcn.
Enthusiastic about people, young
and old. CJ1arlie;is ..interested; in
m~efing anyone. Smlling and
nodding, listelling and respouding,
touching and hugging, Charlie
warms up to people immediately.
Even when praying he sometimes
keeps his head up and eyes open to
view the folks 11<'spraying for.
Chatltetentertalns. He . reads
letters written to him-euch ·as:
"You heard of the Sphinx? J
warried it." And .be asks others
their opinions and ·secrets--l,ike
Rev. Gerrit Rezelman and Mrs.
Alyda Punt, who were both
happily married for 43 yeats, and
new are.engaged tobemarriedto
each other. And Charlie tells
pet"SDnalexperiences.lhings that
most people wonld besitate to
whispe:t,
Cbarlie Shedd spoke to and
interacted with folks al North·
wcstern April 12 during the
anuuaJMinisters' .CQnJerence.
Students, minist¢rS311d their
wives. townspeopfe __~Yeryone
laughed with Charlie. And almost
everyone nodded at the wisdom of
this "old grandpa." as he called
himself,
To students in chapel Charlie
fisted tests which help one sell if
he/she is really in love, from the
transparency test and the liberty
test to the distance test and the
holiness test. Can you share with
each other? .Canyou.have friends
that y()ur,matedoesn·tlik~? How
are you going to feel about this
relationship 30 years from now?
Can you. forgive ·ettch .,othe'r'?Can
Y9u)oveeaeh.otherwithoulalways
heing loved back? Does your duet
seem like a trinity?
"The best marriage I know is
niine~"said Charlle, Martha is
"out of her gourd over Charlie!"
and she'd say so, he laughed.
That's partly because he takes
lime for her, he explained; they go
out one night a week together to
gerintoeachother's.souts. Charfte
emphasized .theil11portance ..of
this: "T'ryit.andseeif.lt doesn't-de
alot to rum on your marriage. You
trla)' .have '.. to.saorifice· ..certain,
SUperficialities but keep first
things first-your marriagel" The
better we relate to each other. the
better· w.e relate., tOQ~hets,.said
Charlie.
In his eyening lecture ••Gharlie
suromariZe<l.t'wosectets,tQ:a go<J?
marriage; Communication is the
(con:Unued on page 21)
Randa,lldt named academic dean
Dr. Friedhelm K. Radahdt of
lake Forest College, lake Forest,
Illinois. lias accepted the position
of. Dean ,ofA~adell1ic Affairs.
Radandt will fill the position
vacated by Dr. Edward E. Ericson,
Jr.. who has accepted a teaching
position at Calvin College, Grand
Rapids. Michigan.
Radandt, ,3. native· Getrnan,is
presenlly Dean of the Faculty at
lake Forest College. and has
previQusl~~eetJa. German pr~
fesser at lake Forest and the
UniversitYQfChicag9,H~com~
(minted that~~preferste(1c1JiJ1g at
the small liberal arls college 10 the
university,and •..hjiS.reeentlr found
acadernicadministrati:onre*
wardiug. "The chance to offer
initiative in the area of curriculum
planning and analysis, torespond
activetyrtn faculijinitiative, to
insist orr majntasntnga hii{hsense
of integrity, and to implement
programs which help the student
make career. choices. . .is
satisfying," he said.
Radand.t added that the
Christian liberal arts college has
'·the~pecialmis~i,~~ ..and-cppoe-
tunIty to help its student$becom~
more consciously involved ·in the
world and xociety in which they
live}'
Radandt, his wife Elizabeth,
and .theirthreechiIdreD1Dotit
And re,andGhristine, willmf,Weto
Orange City prior to August I.- -19-
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Faculty and staff promotions
President Rowenhcrst recently
announced the names of faculty
members receiving a promotion in
rank as recommended by the
faculty status committee: Dr.
Herbert Ritsema, from Associate
Professor to Professor; Mr. Steve
Pederson, from Instructor to
Assistant Professor; Mr. Bob
Bcertgter. from Instructor to
Assistant Professor, A change in
administrative responsibilities was
also announced: Mr. Roland
simmelink will be classified as 5()%
Assistant Professor of Christian
Education and 50% Director of
Financial Aids. Mr. Ronald De
long will be promoted from
Assistant Director of Admissions
and Financial Aids to Director of
Admissions.
New honor society
Nine juniors were named to the service and general attitude.
senior honor society at the annual The students selected were
honors convocation. Members of Rhonda Vanden Berg, Beth
Sigma Tau are • selected by the Paekel. Margo Slickers, Cathy
faculty in order to recognize and Weiss, Rosalinda Go Ong, David
promote scholarship on campus; Landegent. Leanne De Vas, Scott
Students ate-elected on the basis of Van Zyl, and Marlys Ubben. Dr.
scholarship, Christian influence, Ron Nelson is advisor.
-•
Retouri .. d Ch"rd,
Wom."
1971 - 1980
Sldh Triennial- April 20, 23,1977
Min".apoll$ Mino.,ota
NWinfluence
at trienniel
Greg Schoon ('75) was credited
with the design and logos for the
Reformed Church Women's Tri-
ennial. The theme, "If you have
the faith, God has the power." was
credited to President Virgil
Rowenhcrst from his investiture
address on October 1, 1975.
Hansens return
Dr. and Mrs. Peter Hansen, who
spent most of last year living in
Uganda} returned to their home in
ApriL Peter spent the year teach-
ing chemistry at the university in
Uganda's capital city. The couple
left the country about a month ago
and traveled through Africa and
Europe before returning to Iowa.
Rowenhorst awarded honorary
doctors degree
President H. Virgil Rowenhorst
was awarded an Honorary Doctor
of Letters Degree during tbe May
22 commencement exercises at
Yankton College. where he was
speaker;
Rowenhorst has served as
president of Northwestern since
1975. He formerly served as
president and chairman of the
board of Northwestern-State Bank
in Orange City and had been. a
trustee of the college since J959,
serving on the executive committee
and as chairman of its finance
committee.
He holds a B.A. degree from
Drake University and a special
degree. in banking from the
University of Wisconsin.
Rowenhorst is a past president
of Lions. the American Legion,
Chamber of Commerce, and the
Orange City Development Com-
mission. He is a former member of
the Orange City Tulip Festival
Committee and has served asa
deacon and elder of the American
Reformed Church in Orange City,
Susan Den Herder; Jackson
Hospers Memorial. Award, Susan
Den Herder; English Award.
Susan Den Herder; Van Englen-
hoven Award. Dale Vander Broek:
Sociology Award. Bill Hallett;
Grossman Pre-Medical Scholar-
ship, Dale Vander Broek and Tim
Vellinga: Lydia Garrido Memorial
Award, Brenda Huibreatse:
Kooiker Scholarship, Mark. Heij-
erman, Steve Macchia, and Pete
Stevenson; Vander Aarde Scholar-
ship. Etienne Mateck II; "Young
Women's Missionary Scholarship.
Mary Vande Zande; and Van
Oosterhout Award. Dan Kappel'S.
Awards presented at honors convocation
Fifty students were honored at David Landegent: Joyce Angus
the annual honors convocation Mission Scholarship, Rosalinda
held Friday, April 29 in the college Go Ong; Vogel Mission Scholar-
cbapel. Rev. BJ. Haan, president ship, Marlys Ubben and Dick
of Dordt College, spoke on Swart; Hospers Scholarship.
"Knowledge that Serves." Seniors Norimichi Ocate: Van Wyk Music
Mary Ann Anker and Ted George Award, Minda Harmelink; Vocal
offered scripture and closing Music Award, Kent De Jongh;
prayer, and President Virgil B?-nd/Orchestra Award} Dayid
Rowenhorst gave the-Invocation. Ritsema; Keyboard Award. Dtrk,
The following students were Lindner; Barry Boersma Memorial
recipients of individual awards: Award, Tim Staal; Dramatics
Stegeman vMission Essay, Mark Award, Tim Staal; Beacon Award,
Heijerman and David Landegent; Sherrie Wilson and David Clover;
Hubert Samuel Muilenburg Bible De Klompen Award, Aletha
Prize, David Landegent;· Moss Keele: Spring Leaves Award.
Pre-Theological Scholarship, Doug Calsbeek, Barb Weiss, and
~20-
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Alumni chapter
on east coast
organized
Thirty east coast alumni
gathered at Closter, New Jersey
March 12 as the beginning of a
new Northwestern alumni chapter.
After the luncheon and introduc-
tions,Sandy Quay, admissions
counselor, and President Virgil
Rowenhorst answered questions.
explaining what's new at North-
western.
A steering committee was set up
to further organize the east coast
chaptet: Rev. Paul Nulton. Robert
Evans. Rev. Howard Teusink. Rev.
Robert Schwander, Rev. Marinus
Spierenburg, and Thomas Me-
Ilroy. Another gathering is being
planned for October.
Others who attended the kickoff
meeting (from :1 250~miie radius)
were Rev. and Mrs. Harry Tysen,
Rev. and Mrs. Marvin De Hoff,
Rev; Roy Paterik, Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Anderson, Rev. and Mrs.
Bruce wierks. Mrs. Paul Nulton,
Erie Hooyer. Judy Fowkes. Rev,
and MrS~ Fred Van Kemper, Mrs.
Howard Teusink, Mrs, Thomas
Mcltroy. Rev. and Mrs. Bill
Faulkner. Twila van del' Meide.
Rev, and Mrs. Keith Geense,
Kenneth Bernatz. John Humme,
Mrs. Marinus Spierenburg, and
Mrs. Robert Schwander.
Manuscript added
to Dutch Her-itage
Room
A manuscript dealing with a
split in Reformed churches in
Holland. Michigan has been
added to the Du tch Heritage
Room collection. Northwestern
obtained the manuscript from
Re\;, William Ks Reinsma (NW Jr.
College - 1930) of Linden,
Wa~hington, who translated it
from Dutch.
According to Nelson Nieuwen"
Imis, Curator. the manuscript
includes t\Vo parts. both sides of
the argument. "Voices t'rom the
Dutch RetbrmedChurch in the
United States of America," written
hy Rev. B. De Bey and Re\'. Adrian
Zwemer in 1871, supports the
RCA, Following is "The Voice of
One Slandered" by G. Haan.
explaining how he t\ndQthers felt
the Reformed Church to be too
liberal. Aceordingw Niell\i:enhuis,
thccontrO\'ersy resulted in the of
tl1etweive. RCA congregati(ll)s in
HoU..~nd, Michigan splitting.
Class of 1927 honored
The class of 1927 was honored
May 9 at graduation ceremonies
and a luncheon afterwards.
Members of the class who
a ltended are (left to right)
Raymond Vander Meulen, Hilbert
Bl oernendaa l, Melvin Beyers,
Edith Roetman Kraai, Lawrence
De Cook. Andrew Zylstra, Elmer
Dutsterrnars. Greta De Jo ng
Eason, Alyce Ma nscu Wolf,
Wilbur 1. De long, James
Huygens. Rebecca Muilenburg De
Vries. Esther De Jong Zeuten-
horst. and Arie J. Bomgaars.
Several members of earlier classes
also attended the luncheon.
Miss Johanna Aeilts, a former
academy teacher, was guest of
honor,
Society and
science conference
Professors George De Vries and
Ralph Mouw participated in a
"Society and-Science Conference"
held on March 16 at the Sheldon
Community School-Professor. De
Vries. chairman of NW's history
department.Ted a seminar entitled
"A Christian Perspective on
Natural Resources." Professor
Ralph Mouw, chairman of the
math department spoke on "The
Cba racteristics of Exponential
Functions."
Sociolog y con Ier-ence
Thirteen .students participated
in the CMA Sociology-Social
Work Seminar at Dakota wesley-
an University in March. The semi-
nar helped develop a responsive
attitude among the Colleges of
Mid-America. according to Dr.
Stephen Cobb of the sociology
department.
Charlie Shedd: Exciting churches
:continue~ from p~ge19) good thing!" Then, in Charlies's
first-c-bestdes going .out ~ogether systematic style, he listed the three
once. a week, try sharing the things he's noticed that help make
happiest moment of your day a church exciting:
before bed, he suggested. Number (I) Praying people. Charlie
two is doing extras-little things- recommended prayer trios, where
"watering. each other's camels," three family units agree 1.0 pray for
Charlie called it. using an each other. That way you "get
illustration from the Old Testa- turned on (0 each other's needs."
rnent. Marthaand.Ch~rlic have an said Charlie. "God 'gives love when
agreement to compl!menteach you pray; otherwise you run out."
other. every day, with a, new (2) Bible-reading people, Pos-
compliment each week. After so siblythe Bible studiesvof the
many years of marriage, with 1924 minister's wife could be shared
compliments. no wonder Martha's l11Me, too-c-with her helping write
flipped over Charlie, he chuckled. the sermons. "Martha helps to
Martha. an? Cha:lie call these spend the money We get," Charlie
warm fuzzjes. Ofvcourse, cold laughed, "so why shouldn't she
pricklies are ii11.?ort~nt too; and help write rhe serrnons?' Seriously
Martha and Charl~e have .~W he slated that finding outwhat the
~grcement 110t to hide anythmg "ocdptureissaying to two people in
troin each other longer than 48 prayer together is often profound
hours. . ::llldsensitive,
Wh.etl it comes to t:amily life. (J)Money.giving peopl~
C~arhe shared .t":~ hps: teach churches which give their money
children responslblhty-to w?rk: away. "People gel.lloickand tired of
and pray and have devotions chuTches which spend their money
together in the home. "What we IHr~elvonthem:)elves," Charlie
all want is for Jesus Christ to live in said."
us-for us lohaveChrisj~centered Charliedoesn'j pretend to have
homes," said Charlie. all the answers, but he's willing to
Turned-on families help form sharc\vhat he's experienced,
;ill exciting church, Charlie V.!ltll's worked for him. And he
cominued_ He began his words on challenges. "Just try il," he says
the chul'I.:hwith another laugh: "If {\n~:rand (wcr. "It may sOllndsilly,
all lhe critics of the chul'ch were hutlthink it's beautiful." Even if
laid end to end ... it would be a it tak~s warn I l'uzzies.
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Vande Stotlwe
conference delegate
Cindy Vande Stouwe. a junior
from Hull, Iowa. was recently a
delegate to the eighth annual
national student symposium in
Washington, D.C .. "National
Leadership· and Priorities for the
Third Century:' The conference,
,ltended "y 600 people, is
sponsored each yeaI' by the Center
for the Study of the Presidency. a
non-profit. organization begun by
the Eisenhower'S.
_~t
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"Laughter in the Rain""
"Laughter.ln the. Rain". was ·the
theme for the 1977 May Day
activities, April 14 through 16.
Mary Vande Zande and Terry
Nelson were eo-chairmen for the
event, with Doug Scholten and
Jolene Vennenga as assistants;
Beth Paekel (second from left)
was named May Day Queen.
Members of her court included
Janet Christiansen. Carla Hett-
"Charity"" on tour
hymns to songs by "The Second
Chapter of Ac!$." "We want to
appeal to aU ages through our
music," said Else. "We have found
joy in Christ and want to. share
that good news."
Although the memhers of
•'Charity" are excited. about the
tour. they know that it will take
work, patience, and cooperation.
"Our strength has to come from
Christ-Alone we can dQ nothing,"
stated Else. "Rod and Kevin are a
vital part of 'Charity: too••We
have all been. working together.
That is how it has tosta~work~
ing together."
''I'm looklng forward to many
things," smiled Karen. "Hard
work. tired throats, meeting new
people, sightseeing, and many.
many good memories .."
"Charity/' a girls' trio repre~
senting. NW; is spending two
months this summer touring
vvashington, Wisconsin, Colora,..
do, New York, and the Sioux
cQunty area.
Members of the trio are Leanne
De VosofHull, tuwa; Else Mulder
of Oostburg. Wisconsin; and
Katen Wiersma of Fulton,Illinois.
Rod. Anderson of Bloomfield.
Nebraska. is·the accompanist· and
Kevin MUlir of Thomson. Illinois
travels with the group as sound
man. and featured soloist.
"The purpose . of our tour is
tWQ~fold." explained Karen,
"First. we want to be witnesses to
Jesus Christ. Secondly, we want to
talk to people about NW."
"Charity" sings a variety of
music ranging from a selection
from the "Messiah" to old familiar
inga, MariJyn Tjeerdsrna
Anita Bomgaars.
Otheraetivities during the
weekend included the annual
Stegenga Festival. a freshman-
sophomore women's competition;
Rowenhorst. Relays, . and the
Granberg Regatta. A banquet
followed by a dance climaxed. the
threedeysof festivities.
Den Hartog awarded
Rowenhorst t
Scholarship
Brenda Den Hartog, a freshman
music major, wasnameathe
recipient ef the Cyndy Rowenhcrst
Memorial Scholarship inVoice for
the 1977.78 academic year.
Selection. was based on auditions
judged by Wayne Mitchell of
Wesfmar College.vRunner-up in
the .ccmpetiticn was Kent De
Ionghca jtl nior.
Music dept. notes
and Susan VanderMolen, a vocal
musk. student from the studio of
Mrs. An~etteEberly,. presented
her senior recital on Sunday, April
24 in the chapel. She was assisted
lJY .Pan Gould, "senior, in two
duets, and Rod Anderson, accom-
panist. Vander Molen's selections
indudedFrench and contem-
poraryEnglishmusk, German
helder by Schubert and Schuman,
and an-aria ·by Mozart.
Kimberly Utke of tile NW music
faculty and Katherine Henjum.
lecturer ..of. music in voice at
Simpson College. presented a
recital un Saturday, April 16.Tne
program consisted of selections-by
Handel, Schubert, Barber, and
Puccini.
The Annual Pops Concert and
Ice Cream Social Washeld April 29
in the auditorium. Featured 'at the
concert were the concert band, the
stagehand. and a number of small
groups.
The .Iowa Brass Quintet, a
group of faculty members from the
University of jowa •School of
Music, performed atNW on April
20. The quintet, whose members
are. performersofexlensive
prof~sional backgrOUnd; offered a
repertoirey/hich c\wered a. wide
range of mlisiCal.culture,· from the
Renaissance· to the most con~
temporary styles.
The Sioux County Orchestra,
under the direction uf Dr. Herbert
Ritsema,. presented· a concert on
Sunday. April 17. The SO·piece
orchestra, in its tenth year,
performed "Rosamunde Over~
ture" by Schubert, "Varialionson
aFamous Theme byPaganini,;'1 by
Matesky;i'SerceuseandFinale"
from lhe flre.blrd Suite. by
Stravinsky, "March Slav" by
Tc haiko\'sky. "Cerern ouiaI
March" by Mozart. "((jncerto for
Obne:' by Haydn featuring Daryl
Ter Horst on· obc.>e,aiid "The
Type,~iriter" by Leroy Anderson.
~22~
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Students exhibit art
Senior artmajOts exhibiting
their works April 18·29 at
Ramaker Gallery were Mark
Orake~Sue Dcornink, Jerry
Klumper. Arlyn Coalter, and rim
Wright (absent).
Works of art were exhibited in
early April by twenty students:
Deb Beeghly, Denise Boone, Tom
Heiman. Julie Klaver. Sandi
Krosschell, Darcy Lovgren. Dale
Polson, Elaine Van Orterloo,
Nancy Wester. Sheila Williams,
rog Smit,. Doug Tensen, Jerry
Klumper •.Lugene Vanden. Bosch,
Mark Drake. DehPennings,
Rhonda Pennings. Deb Poppen,
Eric Stetson, and Carol Tjeerd-
sma.
Raise $486
Students recently raised $486.00
for the world Vision Love Loaves
Project; The. .Christian .Concerns
Committee of the Student Senate
sponsored the event.
TV: What's the stOl'Y?
Horace Newcomb. professor· of
American Studies at the University
of Maryland. was the featured
speaker at the Spring CMA
English Divisio;n Conference held
April 22-23. The. theme for the
('onfereoccwi1S "TV: What's'the
Story?" Students DougCilspeek
and· Bonnie Jorgenson were the
co-chairmen for the .....eek·end. and
Dr; Paul Borgman was faculty
advisor,
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Staal directs spring play
Tim Staat, a senior, directed
'<AflEvening· with. Ma:rk .iwai~·'
NW\ sprillg production. 011 April
21·23. Among' rhe Twain works
prescntedin. part were "The Diary
of Adam and Eve." "Huckleberry
finn,i!al1du~OURhin' U,"Slaal.
Biology field trip to west coast
college vans, spending a weekaf
the biological field station of
Seattle Pacific College 011 Whidbey
Island in Puget Sound. They
camped the rest of the trip,
investigating aniillallife along the
coast,' and .. spending one ...day
in ·two qredging.bQtt9manin'laISfrorn a
University of Washington boat.
Parti"ipa:ting:studetlts ··were
Doug· Tensell,· Linda Dporel1bosi
CarltrMoore, LQriHoffman.
Bassma Kh()ury,··Katen.·Klander~
m!:Hl, Ja.netChrjstiansen,··$te\·c
Ri,ius, Ted George. Ted Hook.
Dale Polson. Daryl Beltman, Daryl
Ter··Horst.Brellf Verme.:r,; Deena
Vernon, BethPaek~tand EUJ1.ice
$01llsen,
Alpha Psi Omega
honors actors
AWat<is for outstanding achieve.
merit tu th~atre·were:ptesenled·on
April ·30 at: ·theannualawards
banquet of Alpha Psi Omega.
Tbuse reqCivlngtl;\\'.1l'dswere
Nei-lan Van Gcrp.rbestmaleecror
ill a leading rOle; Denise Knudsen.
best-actress inamajorto~e; Tim
Staa L ..b!:'sfislIpportillg .actor: .and
loan~wagernlanl bcsts~PP()rfing
actress.JOh nW eygal-}dt received
the. a\va.rd .for best cQStumirfg
durinstheyear.
Seventeen students and Virgil
Muitenburg,AssjslalltProfessorQf
Biology, spent two and a half
weeks .studying marine organisms
which live in the inner-tidal area
on the CQast of Washington and
Oregon.
The gl'(Hi p tl'a veled
Want to visit the Brltisn Isles?
PrOID August 15 to August 29
the sociology department· wjll
Spot1so~a •...ct()sscclliture .traveJ
seminar~."Compatarive: IllsUIll-
thms.'··tOtne·British Isles. Speeiaf
attention wiUbedevoted to the
p61it kat, ·educationaI,· rcligi0lls,
eC{)11timic.\social justice· and ·tarriity
it1stit~ti(}ns {)f. England. Scotland.
Wales and Southern Ireland. The
Wtieraryincludessllch pla~~ as
Lo'n(lon~ Sfol1ehenge ...O:<ford,and
Eclinb~t~h .. for furthtlr informa-
dcm conta,ctStephen Cobb at the
college.
who·port:rayed ·Tv.rain,arratlged
the entireshow;
"I've always enjoyed a nd
ad mired Twain, commented Stall.
"He says .many meaningful things
about life through his use of
satire; .,
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The summer
with Sojourners
Linda Vander Mafen.. junior.cis
spending the summer with
Soieurners Tellcwship...in wash-
ington D.C. Linda assists with the
magazine,rISojQurners/' ·afl .in~
creasingly ... prominent Christian
monthly. that ..seeks •...to relate
biblical faith with social- political
issues. She will live part of the
sumnrer with.hersisterMary and
family. and possibly the rest of the
summerwHh the Sojourners
community,
Snmmer research
Margo Slickers and Cathy
Weiss.bQth junjors~arespending
three mbnthstthis summer doing
researcpworkin Idaho and
Pennsylvania. respectively. .Cathy
assists Dr. Jane Vandei-Kcci.v.a
Central College graduate. who
teaches in the department ot
bio-chem at the University of
Pennsylvania jnPhlladelphia-Dr.
Vander Knot is involved in va,rious
experiment's .. incltldingwhether
leadpoisonirtgaffeds the-struc-
ture ·ofhemobtogin ..molecules.
Margo works with a pathologist in
a lab at the Magis Valley Hospital
10 Twin Falls. Idaho.
MillSSheldon
Charlotte Van vclhulzen, a
senior physIcal education" major,
woo the title of Miss Sheldon
tecentlya.od . \;\IiI1 . re-present
Shelooh in the Miss: Iowa contest
in June.
Roos as city
administrator
Brad .Roes, a junior. was hired
asCify administrator and clerk in
Sanborn, Iowa. He is completing a
degree. in business admi nistration
and public management.
Covenant. Players
The Covenant Players, a
Chtlstiandmma grou,p,perfol1ned
at the Playhouse 011 April 14. Part
of their program inclUded the play
"The Disc of Life." Covenant
PltiyedffJ~g~n in the early shties
whcnChatles'Taimer bad a dream
6ftf {ta vding ministry. in.·d r.\ma.
Now with 35 full time uoits, the
Pl:ixer~rhave performed ill mote
Ihan'2S countries 011 four
continents. TnaddHiontn live
dral1ta, the Cuvenant 'Players
n\inistty.nowiridudes radio; TV,
lnotiou· picfurc$, .recQrd ing,· 'cas:
.sette tapes, and wutkshops in
communICations and drama.
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Interaction of the handicapped
with the less handicapped
"We were really.relaxed-c-in no
hurry to get things done,"
commented Marcia Calsbeek, a
junior and Hope Haven employee.
Karla Stestra.va senior. added that
it was great. ubat handicapped
adults from Hope Haven. Handi-
cap Village, the county home, etc.,
could get together and make new
friends. "It made us more aware of
rheirsoc-ial needs." Karla said.
"Really. we as counselors got as
much out of the retreat as the
campers did."
No one wanted to leave Sunday.
"It really was neat because every
game helped usgct acquainted
with each other and make new
friends," said one camper. "We
learned how to grow as Christ-
ians,"
"It was a highlight of my lite,"
said Hoskins.
Interactlon of the handicapped
with the less handicapped hap-
pened April IS through 17 at
Inspiration Hills near Inwood,
Iowa. Fifty people from four
cou nties-c-Stoux, O'Brien, Lyon,
and Osceola-retreated for the
weekend to play games, paint.
hike, and stay up late together.
According to Dr. Keith Hoskins,
Associate Professor of Education
at NW I a unique aspecLof the
weekend-was the interaction of
people with people, not teachers
with pupils.
Beverly Vermeer ('71) of Sioux
Center otiginatedthe idea, and
with the help of Hoskins and Ken
Ver Steeg of Hope Haven;
organized the retreat for the adult
retarded. "It was not so much to
do something for the handicapped
as to give others a: chance to
interact with .the mentally dis-
abled.v explained Hoskins.
The retreat included mixers,
films with popcorn. table games; a
nature hike led by Jerry Ferrell of
Orange City, painting led by Don
Harding of Orange City, physical
activities led by Di Murphy,
Physical Education Instructor at
NW, large group games..a chalk
talk, music, object lessons, a
sharing timet homemade ice
cream, a Sunday morning sermon
by NW Chaplain Ray Weiss and
involving the campers, free time.
and staying up late, God in-nature
was the theme of the weekend,
and, as one earnper commented,
"1 liked the nature bike because
we learned about things God
created. We can see and smell
everything arauud us when we're
outside ...
Raiders awarded all-sports crown
The well-balanced athletic pro
gram of Northwestern was once
again evident with the Raiders
winning the Tri-State AU Sports
trophy for the fourtb time in the
last six years. 'The Raiders took
conferencechampionships in foot-
ball and cross country, tied for the
crown in basketball, and were
runner-ups in golf, baseball and
tennis. In track the Raiders
finished second in the indoor
championships and third in. the
outdoor. The NW wrestlers
captured a fourth spot in the
conference.
NW was represented at the
national level in men's cross
country; and at the District lS
NAIA level in basketball, baseball,
tennis, golf, baseball and cross
COuntry.
The NW women's teams had
equally impressive records as they
participated in the IOKOTA
conference. taking championships
in both softball and tennis (NW's
first season for women's tennis).
Second place finishes came. in
basketball, volleyball, and track.
The conferericedid not host
championships in women's golf
and cross country;
The NW women's teams
participated in state tournaments
in basketball, softball, and
volley ball, .and competed against
Drake and the University of Iowa
in the state softbaJl champion-
ships.
Individual honors follow:
All Tri-State Conference
DaveBomgaars~Baseball, Bas-
ketball, Football
Tom Van Rooyen-c-Basketball
Math/physics conference
Four students participatedin a Professor of Mathematics and
math/physics-conference held at Gordon Brumels. Associate Pro-
Dakota Wesleyan University in fessor of Mathematics, also
April: Jerry Boersma, senior; attended, Jerry presented a paper
Arden Boersma. sophomore; Al entitled "The Ring of Polyno-
Camerlgg, sophomore; and Scott mlals" and Scott presented "The
VanZyl. junior. Ralph MOllW, ArlOI' String Drawings."
Messianic Jews visit campus
Dr. David Stern and Mrs. Princeton University and was a
Martha Stern. Messianic Jews professor .01' business -adrninistra-
from San Rafael. California were uon at U.C'.LA. In 1972 he
the featured speakers during became a believer in Jesus and.was
chapel services Aptil 18 .and 19. bapti~ed. He then earned a Master
They also spoke to several classes of Dh'lnity .. degree. at Fuller
onthesubjcds, "Ho\\- dQ 1 -, heologin'li Seminary where he
Witness of Christ to my Jev.'\sh p-rgrmi/.eO .:and t~lUght the semi-
Neighbor'?" and "Jews for Jesus' nary's firslcourse on "Judaism
View of Israel." Stern, 41.ca1'ned and Christianity."
his Ph.D. in economics from
-24-
Bruce Lubach-c-Baseball, Golf
Pete Stevenson-Cross Country
Dwayne Camarigg-Cross Country
AI Camarigg-Cross Country
Evan Peuse--Football
Arden Kuene-e-Football
Galen Kaemingk-Football
Monty Mouw-Football
Ron Heimgartner-c-Pcctball
Randy Stumpf-Football
Pick Keith-a-wrestling
Mel Wallinga-Baseball
Randy Mouw-c-Tennls
Mark Mouw~ Tennis
All IOKOTA Conference for
Women
Judy Vander Stoep-e-Volleyball
Deb Rauwerdink-c-Volleyball
Cindy Ludwig-Volleyball
Barb Bahrke-Softball
Cindy De. Vries-S oftbal!
Vickie Gardner-Softball
Judy Lundt-c-Softball. Basketball
Lori Hoffman-c-Softball. Basket-
ball
Deb Hoogeveeu-c-Soflball. Basket-
ball
Karen De Boer-Basketball
Lynn Davis-e-Baskerball
NAlA Disrrtct 15
Dave Bomgaats-s-Baseball. Bas-
ketball, Football
Bruce Lubach-c-Baseball
Jeff Kraayenbrink-c-Basketball
Dick Keith-c-w restling
AI Camarigg-c-Cross Country
Dwayne Camarigg--Cross Con ntry
Pete Stevenson-c-Cross Country
Randy Stumpf-c-Focihall
Galen Knemingk-c-Foorball
Arden Kuene-c-Football
Monty Mcuw-c-Football
Evan Peuse-c-Football
All American
Dave Bomgaars-c-Znd Teant Foot-
ball
Monty Mouw-e-Honorable Men-
tion
Thirty hours of
softball for
m usc ula r dystrophy
Daryl Capp,. resident. advisor
of First East Colenbr ander,
recently presented a check for
$2,300.00 to Muscular Dystrophy
in Sioux Falls. Twenty men from
the east wing of the first fleer of
Colenbrander Hall earned the
money for muscular dystrophy by
playing softball, competing
againstarea teams as weUas teams
made up of otherstudent~. First
East played from early eveoi~
April 22 to late evening April 23, a
thirty-hour marathon. I
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Northwestern honors outstanding athletes
I
T
Dave Bomgaars was presented the
Vander Stoep Award by Bill
Boote, Sports Information 01-
rector. Bomgaars also received a
special football award In eecegnI.
ttou .of his .being· named second
team :NAJA All·Ameriean.
Coach Mary Vex Steeg presented
Lori Iloffman witb tbe Nortb·
western· Christian Woman Athlete
of the Yea!: award.
1.
1
Tom Vall Rooyen was presented
the Dunlop Award, given in
memory nftbe late ..Goerge
Dunlop, by,Coach Don Jacobsen~
Van Rooyen, basketball; Cindy
LUdwig. volleyball; Randy Mouw
and Tom. Van. Rooyeu;, ·tetwis:
ludy Lundt, 1976 softball; and
Tony Weiler, 1976 basebahl. The
women's basketball team voted to:
give the most valuable player
award to the entire team,
Dave Bomgaars.Tom Van
Rooyen, and Lori Hoffman were
honored at. thevannual' North-
western. athletic banqueL· .ltl
addition, recipients of most
valuable .player awards were Pete
Stevenson, cross ·cou.ntry;Dave
Bomgaars, football; Frank Page,
golf; Dick Keith, wrestling; TQl11
A man for all seasons
By Ron Maly, The Des Moines Raider football team. It was his
Register. April 6. 1977 kicking that impressed the scout s.
Sure, we've all heard about the ..•"I've been contacted by four or
baseball pitchers wilh million. five National Football League
dollar arms and lO~cent heads, Teams," hesaid.·'My plans are
And about the football halfbacks uncertain now, bur I may report to
whose rushing averages are higher acarnp as.a freeagent."
than their grade-point averages, . B~l11gaarss,aid~he pegaJ? his
And we've. heard about the kicking career-in highschool 10 the
~asketball. plaYf;rs. WlJO 'have ..•no conventional, straight-ahead.style.
trouble making it down the floor "Then 1 ju.t happened to try the
011the fast break, bur can't ever soccer-style version, and I wasai)le
make ittohistorydass,. to get more distance and heighf,"
Then there is Dave. Bomgaars. he said,. "I can get. 'em therefrom
Bcmgaars isa5~foof 11!A~inch the SO-yard tinenow,"
senior at Northwestern College in AMONG TliE FOOTBALl,
Orange City. Hereare,some of his records Dave0\ynsarefor field
accOJIlplishfllents. so ...far in the goals in 0ll-~seaS0t1(seven)..longest
arena and the classroom: field goal (46 yards), extra points
e He fs hittinga rQ~ust.511 this ina season (40)arrd.erna.pointsin
season-and .has·a ..career. batting a career. (120).
average of .367 while playing first "Bomgaars also has nearly every
base and. the ·outfi~ldfor· the Oft~nsjve·record .we .ftave in
baseball team. He has been baseball, 100," said Dr, Ron
watched bypf(}fessionalscouts;. Juffer, his coach." He's had scouts
• He ,alsohas~aplur~dthe tockurg at him aHsprin,g'"
interest ofprofuoU,an,.Scoufs \}lith .. Dave .. Qwns ·Career ·base:bal1
his left"footecl.soccer~styJe.kickingrecords.for batting average, ·times
ability. Dave became,a soccer~StyJe at ..bat, hits, . ·runs~batted~in,
kicker in highschoolatS'lOuX dottbles,hQme ,mnsandputouts.
Cellter <'just by trying it" . . .. . hHe'scertainly one of the best
• Bomgaars averaged 12 points player~W"e;veeverhad. here. at
a game 1asl$easonandhas NQrthwestern/' said Juffer. whose
received numerous .conferenceand teanlh~s.~·.•7~3·(eC:Qrd.
National Association of Jnter~ Borngaarssaid he'd "give pro
collegiate Athletics award. in baseball a try" if the opportunity
baske-tball presehts it~elf,
.~asfyear he was given the ..... "I'veplayed intheNQrthwest
Liston. Award~ which jsgiyenby Iowa League the past two SUtrlmers
the NAJA to the nation's (he led the league in bitting,
outstandingjliniorathlete~Jt is an hQmersandRBIs)r". he said .
~ward based. on ..academic and ...OlherschoQls B?mgaarscon.
athletic~chievement. .••.. ... ~idered whenh~ was a highschool
.Hei~majoriflg in biology, has :seniqtwere Central anc;1Augus-
a3,6Sove~aHgrade~p(}intav~tage lana ofSQuth. Dakota.
(~);8 lastseI11~ster) and hopes to ... tl .t}nally chose ~orthwestern,"
become a veterinarian; he said, "because Augustana
AND GET TIDS. Bomgaars wouldn't let me play three .ports,'·
isn't even on an athletic IfDave had the lime; he'd even
.cholarohi". like to play a fourth .port in
"Wehaveathleticgrantshereat conege.
Nort~we$tern,"hesaid. "~utmost ."~twouJd~egolftjHfsaid. "I'm
aid is based on need. 1 recdve an nofgreat,butOUI; team wet)t to the
academic. scholarship," state tournament when 1 was in
Dave was'a defensive back and highschool."
placekicker last fall for the Red
Alumni News
., Rev. William Van Peursem and Mrs. Van Peursem are
20 ministering to the Calvary Christian Reformed Church
of Orange City during the summer months. Their home is in
Redlands. California.
'27 J. Coert Rylaardsdam was honored recently by the pub-
lication of a book, "Scripture in History and
Theology-Essays in Honor ofJ. Coert Rylaarsdam". edited by
Arthur L. Merrill and Thomas W. Overholt. This is a fitting
tribute to one who graduated from the Northwestern Classical
Academy fifty years ago in 1927. Dr. Rylaarsdam presently
serves as Professor in the Theology Department of Marquette
University in Milwaukee. He is Professor Emeritus of the
University of Chicago where he served for 27 years on the
faculty of the Divinity School.
')38 Harold J. Vande Berg and Mrs. Vande Berg are
serving the English-speaking congregation of the
National Evangelical Church of Bahrain, a service which began
April I, 1977. Harold just completed a pastorate at the English
Neighborhood Reformed Church of Ridgefield, New Jersey
which he began in 1970. Before that time he and Mrs. Vande
Berg served for more than 20 years in India in a ministry
involving them in rural evangelism, Christian education and
leadership training programs in cooperation with the Church of
South India.
Eugene Mulder war recently re-elected president of the Sioux
City Auto Club. Gene is manager of the RE-C. Corporation in
Orange City. Mrs. Mulder, the former Gladys Bloemendaal
('66), teaches second grade in the M-OC School system.
')43 Rev. Samuel Williams was elected President of the
Synod of the West at its last general session in April.
Sam presently serves as pastor of the Community Church in
Oakland, California.
Lois Muyskens Hector, her husband, Rev. Robert Hector,
and family recently moved to Venice, Florida where they are
serving the Calvary Community Church of Venice. The Hectors
lived in Friesland. Wisconsin for the past ten years.
'4 Howard Heemstra was granted a full professorship in8 the Department of Architecture at Iowa State University
in May.
'53 Don Schreur was recently elected Director of the Iowa
Municipal Finance Officers Board, a state-wide
organization comprised of finance officers from over 900
communities in the state of Iowa. Don is one of eight directors
elected at the annual meeting held in Des Moines recently. Mrs.
Schreur is the former Nelva Roetman ('53).
'i Robert Hoogeveen was elected Chairman of the Board56 of Trustees of Northwestern College at the last meeting
of the board held in April. Bob is presently director of
Handicap Village in Sheldon, Iowa. He formerly served as
principal of Sheldon High School. Mrs. Hoogeveen is the
former Esther Ten Clay.
Wesley and Shirley (Muller '56) Hebrink moved to Sioux
.Falls. S.D. where Wes has accepted a position with Equitable
Life Assurance Society of United States. Wes formerly taught
at Sheldon High School. Shirley was the owner of the Wee
Learners Preschool in Sheldon.
'57 Roger and Lorenz (Butch '52) Mouw owners of Mouw's
Super Valu in Orange City. are building a new
supermarket in the southwest part of Rock Valley.
'58 John A. Muilenburg is working for the 3 M Company in
Belgium as personnel manager. John is married to the
former Mary Ellen Vande Broek ('60) and they are the parents
of three children.
-16-
'6 Betty Fonkert Ferrell and Carol Fonkert ('57)
3 Hoppe are the new managers of the Action Real Estate
Firm in Orange City. The firm offers rentals and buying, and
purchasing of private, farm and commercial holdings.
'64 Alan Vogel, Technical Sergeant with the Iowa National
Guard, received the Iowa National Commendation
Medal for his selection as the State's outstanding
Non-commissioned officer for the year. He is a member of the
Air National Guard 18Sth Tactical Fighter Group of Sioux
City.
'65 Les Douma: Sheldon Basketball Coach, was recently
named "Coach of the Year" in the Northwest district in
Class 2A after guiding the Sheldon basketball team to an 18-4
overall record and third place finish in the Iowa State
Tournament.
Paul Schneider recently joined the staff of the YMCA in
Sioux City as physical education director and in charge of adult
programming. He is also certified in fitness testing programs.
Paul has a Master's degree in physical education from the
University of Iowa. He taught at Shellsburg and Mason City,
Iowa and for the past three years has served as physical director
of the YMCA in Freeport, Illinois. Paul and Mrs. Schneider,
the former Janice Frerichs ('64), are the parents of two children,
Ryan and Lora.
Merlyn Vander Lee was appointed office manager of the
Sheldon branch of Prins Insurance, Inc. He was formerly
employed with Sheldon Production Credit Ass'n. He will
specialize in personal and commercial insurance sales. He and
Mrs. Vander Lee are the parents of three children.
Peter Boekhout has been appointed pork product manager
at the Denison plant of Farmland Foods. He joined Farmland
in 1966 and has held various positions of responsibility in the
accounting division. At the time he was appointed to his new
position, he was pork operations cost accountant.
'66 Lee Vander Weide Bowles is serving as the Wage and
Benefits Analyst at Providence Hospital in Cincinnati,
Ohio. In that capacity she manages all benefits programs for
the 1,150 employees of the 360-bed hospital, and she is
administrator of the organization's salary programs. Lee was
previously associated with the Cincinnati Time Recorder
Company as their Employee Relations Specialist.
'68 Dennis Langstraat plans to enter veterinary school in
the fall of'77. He presently lives at Ames, Iowa where he
is engaged in flight training.
Rick Vander Berg was named head basketball coach at
Dordt College beginning in the fall of 1977. Rick completed his
eighth season with Unity Christian High School this year.
While a student at NW, he was selected a member of the All
Tri-State Conference team.
Dr. Corwin Smidt has accepted a position as assistant
professor of political science at Calvin College in Grand
Rapids, Michigan beginning in September. He formerly taught
at Quincy College in Quincy, Illinois.
'70 Sharon Gebauer is employed as a Personnel Associate
with American Republic Insurance Company in Des
Moines.
Marlin Vis will become head football coach at the Paullina
High School in the fall of 1977. He has served as head baseball
coach and assistant football coach for the past four years.
Previously he was a coach and instructor at the junior high level
at the Maple Valley School of Mapleton, Iowa. Marlin is
married to the former Marcella Hoekstra ('71). ** It is
interesting to note tha t three others mentioned in the article from
which this information was taken are NW alums working at
Paullina: Donald Dell ('35). superintendent; NeiJ Johnson ('70),
teacher of algebra and physical science; and Curt Richards
('77), football assistant.
Gene and Susan Veldman ('7.0. J?en .Herder moved 10
Hollandale, Minnesota where Gene IS farming. He taught and
coached the past live years at Elkton, .S.D. Gel.l~ rece.nt~y
received an award from the athletic club In recognmon of his
outstanding service and dedication to Elkton High S~h~ol. He
built Elkton's first winning football team. began a girls track
team and has 60 students out for track this spring. Susan
taught first grade this past year in Elkton. The I?en Herders are
the parents of two children, Suzanne and Michael.
') Dr. Jerry Van Es announced that he will join Medical71 Associated in LcMars. Iowa next year. He IS presently
finishing his residency at Mc~enn~n H.ospital in ~ioux Falls,
S.D. He is a graduate of the University at Iowa Medical School.
Jerry's wife is the former Mary Van't HuJ ('71).
Marlene Wagenaar and Howard Moths ('73) were granted
the Pietenpol Senior Excellence Award at Western Theological
Seminary at their honors assembly held May 1 I in Mulder
Chapel. The award honor was determined by a ballot vote of
the entire seminary faculty and was awarded as a double prize
for the first time this year.
, 2 Donald Brands serves as a division accountant for
7 Kooima Manufacturing-a division of the Hayes-Albion
Corporation. He resides in Rock Valley, Iowa.
, 3 Darlene Tatsumi is the new owner of the Wee Learners
7 Preschool in Sheldon. lowa.
Howard Moths was awarded the Pietenpol Senior Excellence
Award at an honors assembly recently at Western Theological
Seminary. The honor determined by a ballot vote of the entire
seminary faculty, was granted as a double prize for the first
time this year. The other recipient was Marlene Wagenaar
('71).
'74 Mark Bruggom received the American Bible Society
Award for Excellence in Public Reading of Scripture at
all HOllars Assembly at Western Theological Seminary on May
11. Tile prize was presented by Seminary President, Dr. I. John
Hessefink.
Roger Mollenbeck has accepted a position as Director of
Elementary Vocal Music at rhe Belmond Community School in
Belmond, Iowa.
William Van Gelder, a student at New Brunswick
Theological Seminary. has been accepted as a Ph.D. candidate
in the program of Religious Studies at McGill University,
Montreal. Because of his stand ing at New Brunswick, Bill will
be entering as a second year doctoral candidate.
Dave Van Meeteren was named third runner-up in a six
counry district for per acre corn yield of 157.50 bushels per
acre. He received a cash award for his efforts and a plaque
attached to an ecology clock. Dave and Linda Mastbergen ('73)
Van Mceteren reside in Sheldon.
Wayne Van Regenmorter and Linda Buseman ('75) Van
Regenmorter have moved to Holland, Michigan where Wayne
is enrolled at Western Theological Seminary.
., Greg Schoon has received a Graduate Art Research75 Assistantship at the University of Tulsa, Oklahoma for
the 1977-78 academic year. Greg is credited with designing the
logo used for the Reformed Church Women's Triennial for
i977.
Tom Smith, a student at Western Theological Seminary. is
!'Ipcnding the summer and all of next year assisting the Rev.
Don De Kok{'70). pastor of the Reformed Church in Bismarck,
North Dakota. Tom is married to the former Peggy Hofmeyer
i'7Si.
'77 David HuJsarl was recently assigned to the 37th
Field Artillery in Herzogenauruch. Germany. Specialist
Hulsurt. a petroleum. oils and lubricants clerk in Battery A of
the arfillery", 3rd Battalion, entered the Army in July, 1975.
Sheryl Sallerberg graduated from Iowa Wesleyan College in
Mt. Pleasant with a Bachelor of Sciences in Nursing degree.
=
Marriages
Denise Schwab ('74) and Edward Crosby
John Plopper ('75) and Henny Van Soclen (,75)
Colleen Rosenboom ("79) and Daniel Brenneman
Robert Top ("73) and Cindy Scott
Births
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Smit (Phyllis Hofmeyer '68) Son-
Beau Christopher
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Leistra (Cleone Van Zee '68) Daughter-
Andrea Lynn
Mr. ('73) and -Mrs. Randy lmmeker Son-Daniel Lee
Mr. ('76) and Mrs. Verlyo Netten Daughter-s-Laura Lynae
Mr. ('69) and Mrs. Leslie Brommer Son- David Michael
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Tobey (Cathy Bretveld '71) Son-
Arran Ellis
Dr. ('68) and Mrs. Corwin Smidt Daughter-Andrea Joy
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Damstra (Elaine Haack '71) Daughter-
Denise Kay
Mr. ('72) and Mrs. Nolan Vander Broek Daughter-Natalie
Jean
Mr. ('72) and Mrs. Jim Johnson (Peggy Powell '73) Daughter-
Jenny Jo
Mr. (Faculty) and Mrs. Stephen Pederson (Kathleen Marshall
'74) Daughter-Kimberly Ann
Dr. (Faculty) and Mrs. (Staff) Roy Anker Son-David
Nathaniel
Mr. ('71) and Mrs. Dan Boonstra Son-Nathan Earl
Mr. ('74) and Mrs. James Spradling (Barbara Ekdom '74)
Son-Joseph James
Rev. ('63) and Mrs. Norman Van Manen (Barbara Van Den
Oever '65) Daughter-Brenda Jean
Mr. ('71) and Mrs. Robert Vander Schaaf (Bonnie Van Steen-
wyk '70 Son-Adam John
Necrology
'Craig Ahrenhohz ('79) of Defiance, Iowa died January 25,
1977 at the Mercy Memorial Hospital in Council Bluffs as a
result of a car accident in December.
Florence Vande Steeg ('08) Granger died April 7, 1977 at Los
Angeles at the age of 86. She attended Drake University and
Iowa State University. She married Merrill Granger, an
attorney, who preceded her in death. She is survived by two
sons, Gordon and John.
Dena Haken ('50) Mrs. Roger Sterler, died May 5, 197/ in a
Sheldon Hospital, at the age of 47. She had attended
Northwestern College, Augustana College and S.D. State
Teachers College in Springfield, S.D. She taught schools in
Little Hock, Sheldon. and Lake Wilson. Minn. She is survived
by her husband, three sons and four daughters .
Dorothy Friese ('55) Mrs. Milton Martin, died May 10 in
LeMars after a long illness at the age of 41. She had taught in
Sibley prior to her marriage. She is survived by her husband,
Milton Martin, athletic director at Westmar, four sons, all at
home. a sister Luetta Friese Weeldryer ('48) and a brother.
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Coming
•attractIons
FAMILY FAIR
July 13. 2 p.m .. campus (auditor-
ium if raining). Attractions in-
clude the barbeque supper (5-7
p.rn.). auction night (7 p.m.).
hobby display, snack shack. ice
cream shop. farmers' market,
kitchen kupboards. "N" shop,
arts and crafts. bake and sweet
shop. flower shop. holiday shop.
white elephant booth. cheese 'n
crackers. children's shop,
needlework shop, free children's
entertainment. apron shop. im-
port booth. toys and things, and
benches for just sitting and
talking. Housing in the dorm-
itories is available, Sponsored by
the Northwestern Women's
Auxiliary.
.•• 11111I ....
corne to
trlG famf!;y ffirr<!
CLASS REUNIONS
July 13, Classes of 1976, '71, '66,
'61. '56, '51. '46, '4t, '36, and
'31.
CLASSES BEGIN
September 1
OPERA WITH JAMES JAVORE
October 4. M-OC High School
1977 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Sept. 3. at Dakota State
Sept. 10, Central
Sept. 17. at Buena Vista
Sept. 24, West mar (Parents' Day)
Oct. 1, at Morningside
OCI. 8, at Sioux Falls
Oct. 15, Yankton (Homecoming)
Nov. 5, at Peru
N-DAY ON RADIO KVDB
September 10
